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1. Introduction
The ongoing Redmond Salt Mine monitoring experiment seeks to
characterize the seismic and acoustic signatures of explosions
occurring within an extensive network of underground tunnels
recorded at distances of up to 50km. Our goals include the
construction of automated event detection methods, determination of
the velocity structure of the regions within and surrounding the mine,
discrimination of mining explosions from earthquakes in the area
and the development of methods which detect the explosions on the
regional University of Utah Seismograph Stations (UUSS) network.
Here we present some preliminary analyses of the data so far
recorded, and outline the experimental design.

Redmond Salt mine is in Sevier Valley, central Utah, a region
situated at the boundary between the Colorado Plateau and Basin and
Range tectonic provinces. The rugged topography and subsurface
complexity of the region complicate event monitoring in this region.
However, the region is also located within a band of active
seismicity and contains two oil fields, making it an ideal location at
which to test event detection, discrimination and analysis methods at
local distances (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1.
Regional earthquake seismicity pattern of Utah. The schematic diagram in
lower left illustrates the pattern of earthquake occurrence along the Wasatch
Front, trending NNE-SSW through Utah. Redmond Salt Mine, located at the
center of the map, sits directly within the region of active seismicity.
Earthquakes that have occurred since the beginning of this project in
October 2017 to April 2018 are indicated with blue stars and the permitted
station locations for this study are shown along with the locations of
regional seismic stations.
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Figure 3.
a) Map of the area surrounding Redmond Mine showing surface ownership/
stewardship. The locations of our currently active seismic stations are shown
as green triangles, stations where data collection is complete are shown as
yellow triangles and stations to be occupied in the future are shown as open
triangles. b) Since the start of our monitoring experiment in October 2017, 17
earthquakes have been reported as occurring within the region near the mine
by UUSS. These earthquakes are tabulated here in chronological order and
provide a test dataset by which to compare the seismic signatures of
earthquakes to those of the mine explosions. c) A photo of one of our stations
(MYHL) during operation. The seismometer is buried in the foreground, the
Action Packer contains a battery and the digitizer. A solar panel serves as a
mount for the GPS receiver and maintains battery charge. The view is to the
east-southeast across Sevier valley towards the Wasatch Plateau. d) This
chart illustrates the completed and future station deployment plan for the first
year of this experiment. Green horizontal bars indicate successful data
collection at each seismic station, while grey horizontal bars illustrate planned
data collection. Vertical lines within the green bars mark the date of station
visits without redeployment. The vertical blue lines indicate when each of the
earthquakes tabulated in b) occurred. The bottom seven stations will be
occupied after Sept. 2018, with data collection complete in early 2019.

2. Monitoring Redmond Mine Explosions

Underground explosions related to mining activity at Redmond Salt
Mine occur during the night several times per week. These
explosions occur at several depths and locations within the mine as
shown in figure 2.

Since October 2017 we have been recording the seismic and acoustic
signatures of these explosions at 6 seismoacoustic stations which are
periodically redeployed to new locations at regular intervals (Figure
3). Occupation of all the currently permitted seismic stations will be
completed in early 2019. Each station consists of a Trillium
Compact Post Hole 120 seismometer, buried to a depth of 30-80cm
and a shrouded Hyperion IFS-3111 infrasound sensor connected to a
Reftek 130S data recorder with GPS-disciplined time. Deployment
times for individual stations vary, with a minimum deployment time
of 40 days; two of the stations are at a fixed location for the lifetime
of the experiment. One station is deployed continuously on the
surface above the mine to provide accurate timing of the mine
explosions. Current planned locations of the stations are generally
within 20km of the mine site, with one station located at 30km.
Farther offsets are recorded by several of the UUSS stations,
however future stations may be located farther from the mine to
record signals near and beyond the detection threshold.

Figure 2.
a) Food-grade salt within Redmond Salt Mine is mined with a grinder. The
marks from this process are seen on the wall here. This activity, along with the
operation of large equipment underground makes Redmond Salt Mine a noisy
environment during daylight hours. b) Agricultural and road salt is mined
using explosives. Shown here is a photo of a blasting face within the mine.
Typical dimensions of a face are 60-80 feet wide by 40 feet high, which is also
the approximate size of the tunnels within Redmond Mine. ANFO explosives
are placed within a face in a series of 8-10 rows which are then detonated
with a few millisecond delay between each row, generally lasting less than 0.5
seconds. A single face will use between 1200 and 2000 lbs of ANFO (0.4-0.6
tons of TNT equivalent) per detonation pattern. During normal operations,
blasting occurs at 1-3 locations within the mine four times per week.
Detonations take place at night, around 12-3am. c) Images of a 3D autoCAD
model of the mine. The mine is organized into five different levels, the deepest
of which sits 600 feet below the surface. From north to south the mine is 1.5
miles long with the total length of underground tunnel about 13 miles. Active
mining locations on each level are indicated by color-coded stars. d) Google
Earth Image of the surface region above the mine showing the location on the
surface above the active mining locations, color-coded as in c). Our station
REDM is located on the mine site itsef, indicated by the dark green triangle.
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Figure 4.
a) Record Section of vertical-component seismograms observed for a mining
explosion on Oct. 27, 2017. The seismograms for each active station are
sorted by distance from the mine and have been filtered with an 8th order
Butterworth bandpass filter with high cutoff of 50Hz and low cutoff of 0.5Hz.
b) Same as a) except for an earthquake that occurred on Oct. 27, 2017
(event 2 in figure 3b). The noise from mining operations at REDM
completely swamps earthquake signals during daylight hours.
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3. Preliminary Data Analysis

From the beginning of this experiment until mid-March 2018, we
have observed over a hundred mining explosions. We can routinely
observe the signals from these explosions out to 20km from the
mine. An example of the data recorded for an explosion occurring
on Oct. 27, 2017 is shown in Figure 4a. These explosion signals
show later-arriving low frequencies typical of surface waves. In
Figure 4b we show the data recorded for an earthquake that occurred
on the same day. The earthquake signals do not show as prominent
surface wave arrivals, but, unlike the explosion data, do show well-
developed shear wave arrivals. These observations indicate that
discriminants based on ratios of observed energy of phases may
apply at very short range. However, this earthquake has a deep
origin, and further analysis of shallower earthquakes in the region is
needed before any firm conclusions can be drawn.

We have not yet observed any obvious infrasound arrivals from the
mine explosions. However, we do observe arrivals from other
regional events, the analysis of which is ongoing.
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Figure 5.
Map of the region immediately surrounding Redmond Salt Mine and the
area to the East. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3a, with the addition of
points marking the planned locations of a series of node surveys within
Sevier Valley. The first, indicated by blue-filled circles plans to better
characterize the region of the mine itse(f, while the second, at the green
circles, has the goal of better velocity characterization of Sevier Valley.

4. Additional Future Data Collection
Upon completion of data collection at the currently-permitted sites,
we may expand our range of stations to farther distances to explore
observations of the mine explosions near the arrival-detection
threshold.

In addition to our broad-band data collection efforts we plan to
conduct several nodes surveys in the region surrounding Redmond
Salt Mine (Figure 5). The first of these surveys takes place at the
mine site itself and aims to better characterize the locations of the
mining explosions, their source signatures and the subsurface
velocity of the region immediately surrounding the mine. This
survey may also give a more detailed view of the unique phenomena
of explosions occurring within underground tunnels. In addition to
the Redmond Mine nodes survey, we plan to conduct a transect of
nodal data collection across Sevier valley, with the intent of using
the Redmond mining explosions to better characterize the subsurface
velocity structure of Sevier Valley.
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